Comply with FSMA requirements for perishables in transit with automated monitoring and reports, from pre-cool to proof of delivery.

**DIGI SAFETEMPS ENSURES PRECISE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT**

Consistent and accurate temperature monitoring of the entire transport chain is required by the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA). Digi SafeTemps wirelessly measures temperature at the point of product in the trailer to deliver precise temperature visibility throughout transit, and serves as an independent audit of the onboard refrigeration system. Using GPS tracking and nested geofences, Digi SafeTemps triggers custom alerts and notifications to simplify and automate compliance and product quality reporting.

**PURPOSE-BUILT FOR THE TRANSPORT CHAIN**

**TRAILER**
Maintain product quality and safety with multi-zone temperature and location-based reporting.

**THIRD-PARTY SHIPMENTS**
Log temperature of product on pallets and totes throughout transport chain in carrier-owned and 3PL fleets.

**WAREHOUSE**
Improve on inconsistent manual processes and gain visibility to disparate data across your locations.

**YARD MANAGEMENT**
Oversee the arrival, departure and location of trailers in the yard of a warehouse or distribution center.
DIGI SAFETEMPS | AN ADAPTABLE AND AFFORDABLE SYSTEM

The Digi SafeTemps solution monitors, logs and reviews temperature data independent of the make or model of the refrigeration unit or trailer. Data transmission automatically adjusts to various environments to take advantage of Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or LTE/3G cellular networks. Hardware and software are included in the subscription.

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING

Easily integrate the data into your ERP, warehouse, dock, yard and dispatch management systems.

Simple Setup

The Digi SafeTemps solution is shipped ready to communicate. Simply attach the gateway on the exterior of your trailer or truck. Install the small wireless sensors wherever you want to manage temperature.

Nested geofences provide the ability to track a trailer or truck and trigger custom notifications and alerts as it arrives or departs a specific geofence.

View trailer and product temp at any point along the route. Get real-time notifications and alerts from the beginning to the end of the trip. Store and forward temperature data for up to 6 months during third-party shipments.

Detailed trip reports provide location and arrival times as well as validation of product temperature during the entire route.